
 

The browser extension Http Request intercepts HTTP requests and allows the user to modify them in-place. This extension has
been installed by 3,382 people in the last 24 hours. In order to make a request, you need to open your browser's developer tools
and click on "Intercept" from the drop-down menu. Then enter a requested URL into the textbox that appears. When you press
Enter, it will automatically submit an HTTP Request for that URL via wget or curl depending on your preference. This is useful
for when your personal computer is blocked from accessing certain websites due to parental controls or country restrictions
imposed by a company or ISP. In order to intercept a site from your phone or tablet, you need to download the browser
extension from Google Chrome's webstore, install it and then enable the "Request Mode" in its options.

Html Request is a simple plugin that provides a visual way to create and edit HTTP Requests. To use this plugin, simply press
the "Request" button in the Firefox toolbar and enter in your URL of choice. This plugin works with Firefox 3.5 and above.

On July 10, 2011, Google removed the Html request add-on from their Chrome webstore because it violated their policies by
using code not provided by Google or other 3rd parties. The creator of the extension, Gui Bonsai, has written an open-sourced
version forked from Google's code which can be found at https://github.com/GuiBonsai/Html-Request On July 11, 2011,
Mozilla announced via its blog that they would take action against any plugin like Html Request which violated their policies by
using code not provided by Mozilla or other 3rd parties. The creator of the extension, Gui Bonsai, has written an open-sourced
version forked from Mozilla's code which can be found at https://addons.mozilla. org/en-US/firefox/addon/html-request On
July 12, 2011, the extension was re-published on Firefox Add-ons.

Firefox: https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/html-request Google Chrome:
http://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/html-request-for-chrome/?hl=en Opera:
https://addons.opera.com/en/extensions/details/html-request/?display=en

  The latest version of HttpRequest is available in the sourceforge CVS repository and also privately accessible at /CVSroot/.
The main motivation for this project is the lack of a natively extensible HTTP client for Firefox, but other benefits that were
considered include: Since this extension does not use any remote service, it does not generate any network traffic and can be run
on a private computer without affecting other computers on the Internet. In addition, the data is only read from/written to disk
when it is actually needed, so there is no risk of being infected by a "phishing" website. Finally, since the data can be easily
written to a file, it can also be used to retrieve the information from a password-protected ZIP file without having to resort to
keyboard input or screen scraping.
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